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Maximizing Corporate Value in Harmony with Society
In recent years, a wide range of social issues and environmental problems have emerged. This is constantly 
changing the environment in which companies operate as well as market needs.
	 The	TS	TECH	Group	always	offers	appealing	products	and	strives	to	create	the	new	transportation	value	
demanded by the emerging world of next-generation mobility. Meanwhile, by helping to build a sustainable 
world, we aim to continue being a company sincerely appreciated by all.

Sustainability Promotion Framework
TS TECH established the Sustainability Committee as an advisory body to the Executive Committee in December 
2021 to accelerate its sustainability initiatives. In the same year, it also established its Corporate Communication 
Department, consolidating the departments responsible for sustainability and public relations to allow for unified 
management from planning and promotion to information disclosure. Serving as the secretariat, the Corporate 
Communication Department manages the Sustainability Committee, which cuts across the Group laterally, and 
reports to the Board of Directors as necessary once measures are passed at meetings of the Executive Committee. 
We strive to achieve sustainable growth for the Group and resolve social issues by making decisions on sustainabil-
ity initiatives at the management level.

Pursuing innovative technology for creating next-
generation car interiors
As we get closer to next-generation cars due to rapid advancements in 
automated driving technology and connected technology, new forms 
of value are also demanded in car interiors. We engage actively in R&D 
to develop new car interior components, such as seats that sense the 
occupant’s biometrics to detect the level of fatigue and suggest switch-
ing to automated driving mode, and seats that analyze the ideal pos-
ture for the occupant and support posture improvements.
 We also believe that partnerships that go beyond corporate bound-
aries and industries are crucial in creating automobile interiors that in-
spire emotions and go beyond previous automobile conventions. With 
this in mind, we formed a business affiliation with Alps Alpine Co., Ltd. in 
January 2022 to develop a next-generation automobile interior. By com-
bining the two companies’ strengths, we will be able to accelerate the 
creation of an automobile interior with high added value that provides 
a safe, comfortable, and inspiring transportation experience.  

Taking up the challenge of new mobility
We take initiatives in various areas, not limited to our main business, 
such as our previous collaborations with the University of Tokyo and 
the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency ( JAXA) to carry out joint re-
search on safety assessment technology. In February 2022, we invest-
ed in teTra aviation corp., which carries out R&D on and manufactures 
and sells flying cars, signing an agreement on joint development of 
interior parts for flying cars. Through this joint development, we will 
pursue strength, safety, light weight, and comfort for a different kind of 
mobility than automobiles. We will then incorporate the knowledge 
that we gain in this venture into our main operations. This will lead to 
the development of appealing products with new added value.  

Contributing to a sustainable society

Creating the new transportation value

Sustainability Committee
• Role
As the advisory body to the Executive Committee, the Sustain-
ability Committee decides on sustainability policies, manages 
the progress made in achieving related goals, and discusses 
measures.
-  Confirmation of progress made on materiality KPIs
-  Initiatives to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050
-  Identification of risks and opportunities related to sustain-

ability and related scenario analysis (TCFD requirement)  
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-  Sharing of social trends and issues related to sustainability
-  Establishment and operation of system aiming to foster 

awareness of sustainability within the company

• Composition of the committee
The committee is chaired by the Corporate Administration Di-
vision Executive General Manager and made up of represen-
tatives from each business division and segment. The Corpo-
rate Communication Department serves as the secretariat.

• Activity plans
The committee meets three times a year, in principle, and 
holds ad hoc meetings also when necessary.
(Notable activities)
December 2021 Sustainability Committee launched
March 2022 Kickoff meeting 
May 2022  First meeting (Deliberations on environmental 

results, response to TCFD requirements, etc.)

*1		Corporate	Sales	and	Purchasing	Division,	New	Business	Management	Division,	
Corporate Development and Engineering Division, Corporate Manufacturing 
Division, Corporate Quality Assurance Division, Corporate Administration 
Division, Corporate Business Administration Division, Corporate Managerial 
Planning Department

*2	The	Americas	Segment,	China	Segment,	Asia	Segment

Basic Policy on Sustainability
The Group has consistently worked to raise corporate value sustainably and foster a corporate culture 
based on the two elements of our vision statement—being “a company dedicated to realizing people’s 
potential,” which expresses our belief that people are the decisive factor in a company, and being “a 
company sincerely appreciated by all” stakeholders and society. 

•  We will help to resolve social issues by implementing our vision statement, with its twin aims of being “a 
company dedicated to realizing people’s potential” and being “a company sincerely appreciated by all.”

•  We will improve the overall corporate value of the Group.
•  We will hold responsible dialogues with all stakeholders and build trusting relationships.

November 2021, Resolution of the Board of Directors
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Board of Directors

Executive Committee

Sustainability Committee

Secretariat: Corporate Communication Department

Chairperson: Corporate Administration Division 
Executive General Manager

Members: Representatives from each functional 
division*1

 Representatives from each segment*2

Global Risk Management Committee

Collaboration

Value generated through 
manufacturing

Creating the new 
transportation value

Contributing to  
a sustainable society

INNOVAGE
Reference exhibit for Product at the 46th Tokyo Motor 
Show 2019 

Image of next-generation car interiors developed 
jointly with Alps Alpine Co., Ltd.

teTra aviation corp.’s flying car, Mk-5 
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